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The Thing Is
by foreverstudent

Summary

Bruce Wayne is on his deathbed. Batman (Terry McGinnis) is given the hardest task of all:
gathering the Robins to say goodbye.

Or: In his twilight years, Bruce Wayne was a lonely man. It doesn’t mean Terry has to be.

http://archiveofourown.org/users/foreverstudent/pseuds/foreverstudent


Prologue: The Thing Is

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

The steady beep from the heart monitor is the only sound in the room, connected to a heart
that is almost ready to keep silent. Thirty-year-old Terry McGinnis sits in a chair beside the
bed, fingers steepled under his chin, gazing intently at the frail man on the bed. He moves to
hold the hand nearest to him, the one bulging with a needle-pierced vein, feeding life-giving
blood into the old man. Blood that is Terry’s as well.

Bruce. 

Terry knows that Batman will never die, but Bruce Wayne is currently close to it. Ninety-five
years, and he is still as stubborn as ever. Kal-El was right: Bruce is too stubborn to die.
Death, however, has its ways, chipping resolutely against his body until even the Batman had
to give in to old age. 

Only a few strands of hair are left on his liver-spotted head, his face withered and his hands
frail. His skin is loose on his bones and his muscles are atrophied. He could barely walk, and
resented having to be pushed around by Terry. Eventually he couldn’t even come down to the
Cave anymore, although Terry had noted wheelchair tracks once or twice in front of the
computer after he had come in from patrol–evidence that Bruce had never given up keeping
tabs on him. 

He talked to himself while patrolling, all the while knowing that Bruce could hear him and
knowing that Bruce knew it too. Once or twice, he caught a feeble but still stern “McGinnis,”
especially when he knew that something was wrong. When that happened, Terry had felt like
an eighteen-year-old in the suit again, out for a joyride doing God knows what with the
original Batman talking in his ear. 

He strokes Bruce’s hand in his own gently, massaging the weak joints. The doctors had told
him that it was only a matter of time. The legal and business side of Bruce Wayne was
already taken care of — Bruce had a contingency plan for everything. 

Bruce stirs, mumbling something in his restless sleep. Even though he might have stopped
being Batman, the nightmares never did, Terry thinks wryly. He stands and lays a gentle hand
on his mentor’s shoulder, ignoring how his hand seems to engulf the shrunken muscles. “Hey,
old man,” he whispers softly, “it’s just a nightmare. Come on, wake up. Wayne. Wake up.”

The mumbling stops, and Bruce weakly opens his eyes slowly. Terry smiles grimly and
knowingly asks, “That bad, huh?” 

His mentor — father — closes his eyes again and nods, swallowing down a dry throat. Terry
sits back down. “Anything I can get you?”

“Robin.” The word is whispered so softly that Terry barely hears. “What?”



“Robin.” 

This time, Terry did hear. And he knows exactly what his mentor — what Batman — is
asking. “Which one?” he asks nervously, jokingly even, because there is no way Bruce is
being serious. 

“Robin,” Bruce repeats weakly, his voice sounding like he is still delirious. That is enough to
convince Terry. Pulling out his phone and sending a hasty text to Barbara Gordon to replace
him by Bruce’s bedside, he stands up and lay a hand on his mentor’s shoulder again.

“I’ll try, old man. But no promises.” At this, Bruce relaxes and falls again into a restless
sleep. Terry grabs his jacket and leaves the room, the beep of the heart monitor echoing in his
ears. 

He has Robins to find.

His first stop is the cave. A few heavily-encoded and password-protected folders later, he has
four possible locations, all spread out across the world. He debates going to visit in costume
or without and finally decides on the latter, since he doesn’t know what kind of bad blood the
symbol on his chest can ignite. 

Bruce had never told him, never talked about the costumes lined up sharply in glass cases
like good little soldiers. Soldiers like they were, once upon a time.

He remembers finding a few old jackets after crashing at the Manor, labeled with the initials
DG. “Who’s DG?” he had asked inquisitively. The old man had merely narrowed his eyes at
him and told him to go home–it was a school night. He eventually got the full name from
Barbara, with a command to “go see him sometime, has he got stories.”

Another time, he was cleaning the Batcave grudgingly, wiping and dusting off old souvenirs
as a punishment for pointedly disobeying Bruce’s strict orders. It didn’t matter that he had
gotten all the hostages home safe and had arrived at the cave with merely a scratch–Bruce
was still waiting with raised eyebrows and a bucket and rag, which Terry took reluctantly. 

Moving around the cases, he had found another Robin suit with a rusty, dust-covered plaque
at the base of the stand. “Hey Wayne! Looks like you lost one of the Robins!” he had called
out nonchalantly, kneeling to wipe off the grime from the plaque so he could read the
inscription. All he saw was the name Jason Todd before Bruce came up behind him and
shoved him out of the way. 

“Don’t touch that,” Bruce had growled, before setting aside his cane and reverently moving
the case so that it was safe from any prying hands or eyes. “Oookaayy,” Terry had mumbled.
Turning back to his work and starting to dust the giant penny, he had missed the sad look on
his mentor’s face as he laid a hand on the glass case that held the broken mask of the second
Robin.

He had met Tim Drake from his encounter with the Joker, and as the man went through
therapy, they got to talk. Tim would be the easiest, he thinks–he and Bruce were, at least,



already on speaking terms.

The last Robin was an enigma. Damian Wayne had apparently disappeared when he was in
his thirties, although Terry was sure that Bruce knew exactly where his last Robin had gone.
He grimaces. Nanda Parbat was too far away, and he wasn’t sure if he could make it using
normal civilian travel. He only hopes that the Justice League might have a zeta connection to
place him near enough to Nanda Parbat, if it came to that.

Grimacing at the enormity of the job at hand — reuniting almost the entire Batfamily, for
freak’s sake — Terry uploads the locations to his personal phone and takes a bike out of the
cave. Thinking of Bruce Wayne on his deathbed makes him sober up. This is the one mission
he can’t fail.

Chapter End Notes

I deleted this and am now reuploading since the story is around 80% complete already.

Mixing several canons (comics + animated series) as well as fanon but the one thing I
can’t get specifically right is age, because the Robins never reach 30 and Batman never
reaches 50. It’s difficult writing a prospective end to a canon that was written to be
eternal. Literally, working out the math of their age gaps gives me a headache and I
don’t think there’s any one answer. I’ve gone here with some calculations that I think are
close to realistic.

A note on Bruce and his boys here: I love reading and writing Good Dad!Bruce.
However, I’m going to mix fanon and canon here to hopefully capture a more realistic
bittersweet relationship (which I think is closer to canon, but still not fully canon-
accurate). The only thing here that I’m not taking is the Bruce-Barbara relationship (ew).
Some quotes are taken directly from some canon material.

Also, if the old!Batboys seem extraordinarily mobile in this story for their age, kindly
chalk it up to medical advances that Bruce didn’t have, so they’re quite a bit more spry
haha!

Age gaps:
Bruce and Dick: 20 years
Bruce and Jason: 26 years
Bruce and Tim: 30 years
Bruce and Damian: 35 years
Bruce and Terry: 65 years

Ages in this story:
Bruce = 95, Dick = 75
Bruce = 95, Jason = 69
Bruce = 95, Tim = 65



Bruce = 95, Damian = 60
Bruce = 95, Terry = 30



Chapter 1: to love life, even / when you have no stomach for it

Chapter Notes

Peek: "He means something to you, doesn't he?"

Terry: "Yeah, he does."

(Batman Beyond)

See the end of the chapter for more notes

Tim first, Terry decides. He makes his way to a nondescript part of Neo-Gotham, on the edge
of the city, bordering the gated suburbs of families that still believe in the decades-old dream
of white picket fences. In Gotham, for crying out loud.

He parks the bike and walks to the entrance of Tim’s building, ringing the buzzer for
courtesy’s sake. Tim is old-fashioned like that.

The third Robin’s voice comes through the com. “Who is it?”

“It’s me, Drake,” Terry answers ruefully. “Terry McGinnis.”

Without another word, Terry is buzzed through and finds himself knocking at Tim Drake’s
door. The man himself opens it and invites Terry in without a word, gesturing at the couch
and motioning for him to take a seat.

“Tim, he’s dying.”

The second Robin snorts as he opened the refrigerator and takes out a box of milk. “You take
after him in so many ways, McGinnis. Not least his dislike for social niceties.”

He turns to meet McGinnis’ knowing gaze. They are two of a handful of people in the whole
world who know that socialite Bruce Wayne had actually hated socializing for most of his
life. He had accepted it as an act, a necessity, whatever would build up an acceptable facade
and thus allow him to dress up as a big black bat and scare Gotham’s criminals as soon as the
last ballroom waltz ended. 

They had both been boys when they had to be subjected to the same instances of necessary
torture, by the side of socialite Bruce Wayne and dressed in their own specially-tailored
tuxedos. But they aren’t boys anymore — Terry is roughly the age of Batman at his physical
prime, and Tim’s medications are growing more and more frequent. 

“I think we all did take after him in some way,” Terry says gently, although not without a
smirk on his face.



Tim laughs, and in it Terry catches a glimpse of the joy of the third Robin, the one who had
picked up a broken Bruce and Batman and had made him believe that he could be a father
and hero again. But when he looks closer, Drake’s eyes are sad. “Yeah, tell the others that and
you’ll be lucky to come back alive.”

Terry winces. “Actually, that’s kind of my plan. He asked for ‘Robin’, you know.”

Tim Drake sits across from him on the couch and averts his eyes, focusing instead on the
stained coffee table between them. “He must really be dying, then,” his voice low.

“Yeah. Got any guesses as to which Robin he might be referring to?” 

Tim raises his head and looks Terry in the eye. “I’ll go watch him while you look for the
others. After therapy, I—I told him what I wanted to say. What I needed to say. Everything…
every goddamn piece of resentment, hate, and anger. After everything—everything he had
ever done to me. To us.” Tim’s hands clench around the ceramic cup. “And he just sat there
and took it, looking every inch the stoic Batman. I swear, even when he’s not wearing that
goddamn cowl, he’s still wearing it.”

Terry waits. “And yet,” Tim sighs. “I loved him. I still do. We all did, you know, at some
point. Maybe—maybe even until now. All of us. I’m already going because I’ve made my
peace with him…the others haven’t. You’ll have to convince them that there won’t be a next
time.”

Terry shifts uncomfortably in his seat, feelings of inadequacy choking his throat as he
remembers Bruce’s feeble pleas for ‘Robin’ when caught in his nightmare. “Any tips?” he
quips awkwardly. 

Tim looks at him again, and Terry swears there is a whole other version of the Batglare in
those eyes. It must run in the family.

“Yeah. Dick still hates Bruce, Jason loves his guns, and Damian — Damian’s still a dick.
Don’t kill them, and don’t die. Good luck, kid.”

Terry gets more information on Dick Grayson—Nightwing, once upon a time—through
Superman. The location from the Batcomputer had indicated Metropolis, but Terry didn’t feel
like combing his way through another hero’s city.

“Sure, Dick keeps in touch,” the aging Kryptonian tells him nonchalantly, leaning against the
control panels of the refurbished Watchtower. Terry crosses his arms, the black cowl giving
nothing away. “Calls me Uncle Clark when he needs a favor, though to tell you the truth,”
Superman says, sighing as he turns towards the screen to download a map, “we ask him for
more favors than the other way around.”

Terry quirks a brow. He should have known if any of the past Bat-affiliants were still working
with the Justice League. Wayne Enterprises was still paying for this shtick, and while Terry
had largely left the reins of the company to the Foxes’ very capable hands, he had still made
it a point to know where the superhero money went. 



“He trains the young ones for us,” Clark clarifies, handing over the location to Terry. The red
dot blinks ominously on his comm before he closes it with a flick of his wrist. “With one
condition.”

Terry narrows his eyes further, even as trepidation builds up inside him. “You can’t seriously
expect him not to know.” Not him, not the all-knowing Bruce Wayne who even now still kept
tabs on all of his wayward children, even across oceans and torn bonds.

Clark chuckles dryly and throws up his hands in innocent surrender. “Yeah, that’s what I told
him. But Dick was adamant. I eventually said that if Bruce ever heard about it, at least he
wouldn’t hear about it from me. Seemed good enough for him.”

Terry nods as turned to walk away. “Thanks.”

“Terry.” Superman says, and Terry closes his eyes as he stops. “He’s dying, isn’t he.”

Terry takes a deep breath before he answers. “Stop by when you can,” he says, thankful that
the cowl’s modulator hides the shaking of his voice. “You should see him.” Before the end.

He doesn’t wait to hear the other hero’s answer as he walked out of the tower, and he doesn’t
get to see the Kryptonian cry. 

“Looks like the old man has been slacking with the training. Ever heard of situational
awareness?”

Terry bristles. “Yeah? Maybe I wanted you to find me.” He turns to face his companion on
the bench. Dick Grayson had kept his acrobat’s body with age, although Terry hears a few
bones pop as the older man lowers himself down beside him. His hair is still raven black with
white on the lower half, framing a handsome slender face with kind, unassuming eyes.

Dick gazes at Terry, and he must have found something he agreed with because his eyes
soften. Terry lets out a small breath of relief. 

“Maybe you did. Still, can’t say I appreciate the visit.”

“Believe it or not, I’m not here for a social call.”

“I figured,” Dick says, standing from the bench and brushing off his coat. “Walk with me.”

“To where?”

Dick gives him an unimpressed look. “If you’re here for what I think you’re here for, then
we’re going to need food.”

Dick leads him to an old-style diner, the facade out of place in the futuristic cityscape. Terry
shuffles in after him. “Gotta say, I never thought I would find a Bat in Metropolis.”

Dick smirks. “Haven’t been a Bat in over twenty years, but I know what you mean. Makes a
difference, being away from dreary old Gotham.”



Terry notices the mention of Gotham and not Blüdhaven, but he lets it slide. “Do you ever
miss it?”

Dick eyes him. The years had not dulled his mind, Terry realizes ruefully. This was almost
exactly the same Bat that had coached him through his ear during his first nights out in the
suit, a kid who knew nothing better but still tried. And yet—Dick is different from Bruce.
Still as hard as steel, but with a veneer of affability that the old man hadn’t bothered with.
Hidden steel, hidden strength, easily underestimated at your own peril. Terry is beginning to
see why the history cubes had devoted whole sections to Nightwing. 

“You’re not subtle.”

“You’re not stupid,” Terry counters, and decides to go all in. After all, it had been Barbara
Gordon who told him to look this guy up for his stories. He's just taking up her suggestion
years after it had been given. “What happened to the two of you?”

“What do you think?” Dick says, voice deceptively calm, and Terry can almost see the walls
crashing down again in one blink. Beneath his open, affable facade, Dick Grayson is still a
Bat. The first Robin gazes at him now with eyes of titanium steel, sharp and unyielding. 

Terry leans back in the cheap linoleum bench. “You wanna know what I think?”

“I get the feeling you’re going to tell me anyway.” There is still a twinkle in the other man’s
eye despite the unwillingness to give anything away. The soft indulgent smile on his face
makes Terry feel like he is a child, telling stories to an uncle—or an older brother. The
thought makes him simultaneously more confident and more nervous. 

“I think you got sick of him. He was too controlling, wanted everything his way, and you
couldn’t live with that.”

Dick gazes at him, eyes open yet shuttered, and Terry has the feeling that he has missed
something. 

And then Dick smirks, the corner of his lip turning playfully upward. “Sure, if that’s what
you think.” 

“Drake said that you still hate him.”

“Hate, love,” Dick says lightly, waving his hands in the air. “They’re not that different, when
you think about it.”

“So you did get sick of him.”

“You’re speaking from experience, kid."

“I’m thirty years old.”

“You’re a kid to me.”

“You’re changing the subject.”



The two of them eye each other over the plate of fries. Terry leans forward. “Look, Mr.
Grayson—“

“Dick.”

Terry gives him a look. Things changed, but slang words didn’t change that much. The first
Robin just gives a long-suffering nod back.

“Dick,” Terry amends. “Look, whatever your—conflict with Wayne was, he needs you now.”

“Needs?” Dick scoffs, crossing his arms. In his eyes, Terry sees the steel spark dangerously.
“The old man has never needed anyone in his life. That’s his whole problem. He uses people,
and when they step out of line, he drops them like a hot potato.”

Terry lets the old-school metaphor slide. He’d have to look that one up later. Why would
people hold hot potatoes anyway?

Focus, McGinnis.  

Bruce. Always Bruce. Terry is beginning to wonder if this is how his whole life is going to be
—having to settle for the voice in his head because the real one won’t be around for much
longer. 

Dick is still looking at him. Terry forces himself to meet his eyes. “I get that, Dick. I do.” You
have no idea how much. “But right now, he does need you.”

“There is nothing he could possibly—“

“He’s dying, Dick.” Terry states, the words rushing out of him like arrows. Across from him,
Dick recoils as though he had been hit. 

“What?”

Terry looks down into the deep black of the questionable diner coffee. “He’s dying. Has been,
for some time now. Nothing—unusual. The doctors say it’s just old age.”

Dick stays silent, looking outside the window. “He means something to you, doesn’t he?”

Terry doesn’t even blink. “Yeah, he does.”

A few long seconds of silence pass, and Terry sighs internally, getting up and leaving a few
bills on the table. “You know where to go."

As he steps out of their booth, Dick finally turns to look at him, a deep emotion in his eyes
that makes Terry ache. “And where are you going?”

Terry ignores the tone of voice that sounded so very like a team leader, readying the members
for patrol. Was this what it was like, Nightwing leading the flock into the Gotham skyline? 



“Batman asked for Robin,” Terry says lowly, shrugging on his coat. “There were—are four of
you, yes?”

Dick keeps his gaze locked on him, giving a nearly imperceptible nod. 

“Figures. I’ve got two down, two to go. Wish me luck.”

The door slams behind Terry, so he doesn't hear the whispered good luck lost to the diner's
noise.

Chapter End Notes

To my knowledge, Old!Dick has appeared in the Batman Beyond comics, but I don't
think I'm taking much characterization from his appearance there.
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